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SENT OFFICIAL NATIONAL 1NS1' UTE OF
EDUCATION POSITION oR POLICY

When you take a Job, do you have to take off the amount of
money earned with other benefits - not the usual.fringes but thingS

like being creative or escaping a lot of repetitious.tasks? Will_younger
more _educated employees make demands on employers to change how
work iS done? Can management and labor in public service agencies
work together to provide changes to make the employees'iTforts more
productive?

These- and other_questions were asked by a research effort
suppiorted by the National Institute of Education. The results,
reported in three:papers, draw on both a national survey and a
specially designed survey of unionized muncipal employees. Taken
together the three papers offer insight into how employees feel'
about the financial (pecuniary) and other non-pecuniary) pay they

received for their labor.

I. "Education, Wages an6 Non-pecuniary Qualities of Work: S -me

Empirical Findings"

Using information from the 1973 Quality of Employment Survey,
a nationally 'representative sample survey, this paper examines two

assertionsl. First, employees with more_years of schooling and
experience, other-things equal, can obtain Jobs that are both more
Agmeble and better,paid than Jobs available to employees with
less schboling and experience. This notion, which has become part
of the conventional wisdom about the relationship between education

and work, is 'confirmed by this survey, but school and experience
don't have the same impact.

This summary is prepared by Robert W. Stump, NIE Senior Associate,

Education and Work Group, National Institute of Education based on:

final reports to NE-G-00-3-0213, March 1977.

Because of limited number of_working women and non-white in the

survey, these analyses are limited to non-self-employed white
maleS agelE pr over who were wroking at leatt-30 hours or more
a week on Jobs where they had worked at least three months.
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More years of schooling_and_ more years of work experience
were associated not only with-Figher wages but also with reported
-freedom and job security, opportunity to use one's skills, and the
expressed belief that-work provides information about öneself'and
the world. Experience, but not _schooling, is also associated with
more reported feelings of friendship and participation with other
people at work;'more_expressed_satisfaction with the hours,_pace
of work, and physical_surroundings; and more reported satisfaction
with the pay and the job "all in all." Schooling, but not experience,
is positively associated with the likelihood that. workers will say
their jobs provide scope for adtonomous and creative responses to

novel tasks.

This pattern is compatible with a theory that investments
in school and work experience both pay off in more dignified
and meaningful work,_while experience enhances.social satisfaction
on the job and schooling helps men get more mentally stimulating
work. These intangible, nonpecuniary benefits all accrue in
addition to higher pay.

The-second assertion tested in this paper is that among workers with
equal schooling- and years of experience , those with more agreeable
jobs must, with other things equal, accept less pay. Given the

confirmation of the first notion-that_ groups with different schooling
and experience do not compete with each other for jobs - it is im-
portant to-ask what tradeoffs are made within the internal labor
markets where workers do compete for the rewards from work.

Dr. Stern's analysis found that white_males as a group, and
within all but one educational stratum (college graduates with no-
past graduate education) who describe their jobs as more_ repetitious
receive significantly less pay. Also for men with more than high
school education there appears to be a tradeoff between higher pay
and making friends on the-job.

Trying to explain-this anomalous relationship between pay
levels and repititiousness the author suggests that within internal
labor markets persons who are promoted more rapidly receive the
benefits of both higher pay and less repitious task.

Thus, among men with the same level_of education, years of
experience, and apparent intelligence,-those who have been promoted
at a faster rate - for whatever reason -_receive higher wages, report
less repetition in their work, have had less opportunity to make
friends on the job, and have more say about what happens on the job.



Except for making friendson the job the non-pecuniary beneflu
have the.same (positive) relationship to wages within groups of
men with equal schooling and experienve,as,etween groups with

different levels of schooling and experience-. The full range of

benefits going to men with more schooling and experience also

.go to those who-are more frequently-promoted over their peers-

with equal schooling and experience, except for not having the
opportunity to make friends on the job.

In concTusion, Dr. Stern notes that finding evidence of wage
.
differentials Which compensate-for intangible nowecuniary benefits
is Very difficult. The relationship _of wages to non-pecuniary
benefits is more plausibly eXplained by the hierarchical_structure .

of.internal labor mark,ei:s, than by a model of competitive auction, The

practical tmplication is that employers have no significant mone-
--tary incentive to improve the non-financial characteristics of work.

Education, Age, and Demands for Improving the _Quality _

-Working Life. ,

- More American workers have high school and college education

than ever before. College graduates, especially, are,taking jobs
which traditionally have gone to less educated, workers. If they,

or any-worker, are in a job which does not recognize or use their

--skills and abilities, .how will they react? Many writers in the early
70rs.expected .the new generation of highly -educated,workers to make
neW demands for greater participation in decision-Making, more
flexible hours and assignments, etc. They were also expected to

-.make demands for changes that would be-different_from their less
-educated co-workers.

This second paper looks closely at these predictions through a
.surveY of unionized municipal workers in foUr occupational groups--
Accountants, College office Assistants (secretaries in a University
AVUrsels:Aides and Social Service Supervisors. The survey questionnaire
-..-all*ed the-respondents to indicate their satisfaction with various
i.:Aspects-Ofthe job and how-much-they would like to have changes in their

job,such as_participation in'a labor-management committeC-having time
jo-acqUire job-related skills and information, having a chance to demon-

strate of their own, or working in an autonomous team-. Younger

---:;andMore educated workers were expected to express more desire for these
:changes, compared to their des re for more time off or more flexible

hdtirs.
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BcIst of the workers surveyed wanted all of these changes to some
degree, the patterns of desire for different individuals being related
to the sources of their dissatisfaction. There was no evidence to
support an assertion that the pattern of desire for change was related
to either educational attainment of the workers. The inescapable con-
clusion from this survey seems to be that education is not one of the
variables that affect preferences for changes on the jpb in this
sample.

Having found that the desire for changes on the job are not
related to personal characteristics of employees, Dr. Stern's

. analysis of the actual preferences for changes seems to show these
are related to patterns of satisfaction and dissatisfaction with
particular aspects of their job. He summarizes the preferences
for each of the 9 proposed changes this way:

1. Desire for a labor-management committee is stronger._
among Accountants who feel dissatisfied with the amount of
impact they have, among College Office Assistants who dislike
the lack of promotional opportunity (and perhaps see-this as a
substitute), ancramong Nurse's Aides,who say they'are satisfied
with their opportunity to decide how they .do the work_(perhaps
an expression of identification-with the organization

2. The idea of having some time to acquire job-relateclskills and
information was more attractive to College Office
Assistants who were dissatisfied with their opportunities for
meeting friends, and to Social Service Supervisors who did not
like their lack of opportunity to decide how they did their work.
Evidently some of the former group read this proposal as a
social opportunity (seminars and workshops ) while the latter
group viewed it as possibly enhancing their autonothy.

A flexible work day .aPPealed generally in t66po-o'ied_
Sample) to respondents who were satisfied with their fringe
benefits and job security but dissatisfied with their time off,
promotional chances, and opportunities to learn new skills and
to decide how to do their work ---in short, to workers who
are comfortable but restless and bored.

4. Reimbursement for general educational expense-.
,

commends itself most favorably to Accountant_mho feel they are
doing professional accounting work but not getting enough
recognition for it (and possibly have an interest in outside
-consulting); also tcy College Office Assistants who feel their
work Cles make use of their skills but lacks variety. The
idea also appeals -o College Office Assistants and Nurse's

7o
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aides who.express dissatisfaction with the supervisor they
Ot 7- this unexpected_correlaiAon seems to be picking up
A desire to get even with some supervisors who flaunt their
educational credentials.

_Stated desire for opportunities to demonstrate new ideas
does not seem to correlate meaningfully with aniing._,
anything.

6. Among the combined sample of all respondents, desire for
a two-hour reduction in the work week is strongest
for those who feel dissatisfied with their time off now and
with their lack of opportunity to learn new skills, but
satisfied with job security. College Office Assistants who
feel dissatisfied with their lack of opportunity to decide
how they do their work, and Accountants dissatisfied with
lack,of opportunity to get the facts they need, also want
more time off.-- but so do AccountSntS who say they are
already satisfied with time off. With -the exception of
this last correlation, the general pattern makes sense.

Flexible.weekly hours have most appeal in- the
combined sample for workers dissatisfied with time off;
for AccoOntants dissatisfied with lack of variety; College
Office Assistants_who are satisfied that their work has an
impact but dissatisfied .with:time off and with lack of
opportunity to.decide how they do their work (similar to
the pattern for-flexible daily hours); and Nurse's Aides who are most

---satisfied WithopOortunity to learn new skills 'now. Aside
I !-

trom this last, these associations all seem reasonable.

Desire for autonomouS work teams sometimes reflects
satisfaCtion with the organization, and sometimes dissati-
faction with the way work_ is ):)rganized. Accountants
satisfied with fringe benefits and college Office Assistants
satisfied with.their opportunity to .learn_new skills on the
job,-as well a-s Nurse's Aides who are.satisfied with pro-
motional chances and opportunity to use the_skills they have,
all-express more interest in working in small teams, as do
employees in the pooled--sample who like their chances for

-promotion-. But. Social Service Superior w-ho feel they are
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not getting the facts and information they need -- and Nurse's
Aides who are dissatisfied with their present opportunfties
to make friends, have an impact, -or use their time as theY
see fit -- all/have a positive interest in teams, too.

9. A year's leave of absence with half -pay after every ten
Years, generally the most popular proposali.appea16
--most to College Office Assistants who feel they are using the
skills they have, to Nurse's Aides who am getting the facts
they-need, Social SerVice Supervisors who are making enough
friends on the job but who want more time off, and respondents
in general who want more time off.

Desire for particular Changes on the job therefore should not necessari12
be expected from the younger and better educated workers, simply
because they are younger and better educated, if the results of
this survey have validity beyond these workers ( an extension for
which the Present study offers no evidence, only questions to be
pursued).

The interest in change seems more closely'related to what they
likerand dislike about their current jobs than their pre-employ-
-ment backgrounds. This means that efforts to bring about changes

--in the workplace should not presume a high degree of consensus
among workers of the same age or educational attainment.

-III. Why Unions do not Bargain for Job Enrichment Some New EVidence

In the late 1960's and early 1970's job enrichment
has been proposed by many academics, intellectuals,
Management consdltants and managers, but not by labor unions. In

197041, Albert Blum and his colleagues examined contracts from
108 different unions looking for "any clause referring directly
_to job enrichment or other motivational programs, or indeed, to
-any contractual attempt-to make work more diversified and interesting
..." .-They concluded that formal acceptance of motivational concepts
:tr programs in collective bargaining has been almost non-existent.
Michael Fein claimed in 1974 that the studies conducted in recent
yearS. "to prove that workers really want job enrichment" have all
been initiated by management, never by unions.
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"Job enrichment" here refers to a variety of-changes in the work
situation, such as more flexiblo hours, special educational leaves,
participation in committees to improve the organization of work,
or having a chance to try out new ideas.

The information in this paper come from the same survey of

municipal employees as the second paper... The key finding, from

a survey of members of one particular union, is this: Even when

individuals say they would like some,particular form of increased
involvement on the Job equally well as some form of purely personal
benefit such as additional-time off, they are likely to be willing
to forego bigger pay increases for the personal benefit than for
the increased involvement on the job. If further research finds
this same pattern of preference illthe work force at large, it
would help explain why unions do not seek Job enrichment through
collective bargaining, where demands can be won only_at a price.
The observed pattern also implies that employees will- be more
enthusiastic about Job_enrichment if they can somehow share in the
benefit of any productivity gains.

In the first part of the.survey, the employees were asked Io
indicate (on a four-point scale) how much they would like or dis-
like specific proposals for changing their.Job. On the whole, the
most popular proposals were those that would create more opportuni-
ties for learning.both on the job and off. Along both Accountants
'and Social Supervisors, there were three ideas to which the number
responding more favorably than to an_extra. 2 hours off each week
exceeded the number responding lesfavorably. These were: reim-
bursement for the cost of education or counseling whether Job-re7
lated or not; a half-pay sabbatical .after every 10 years; and being
allowed to spend 2 hours a week during work time acquiring job-related
skills and information. Among Nurse's Aides there were also three
changes which attracted more positive than negatice votes relative
to an extra 2 hours off a week. One was payment for the cost of
education, training or counseling, whether job-refaleA or not. The
other two were: having 10 or 15 m4nutes at the beginning and end
of each shift for briefings on the status of patients; and having
five days with pay every year for thorough orientation and training .
kong the College Office Assistants, only the half-pay sabbatical

-idea was rated favorably more often than unfavorably relative to a
shorter work week.
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Despite the fact_that more,respondents would Prefer extra
time off to more involvement in the job through committees, teams,
or demonstrating new ideas,_those who would prefer more involvement
to more time off represented a considerable minority. Usually more
than one out of five respondents in .each group, and never fewer
than one out of ten, said they would like to be on a committee to
discuss procedures, or to work in a more autonomous team, or to
have a chance to demonstrate new ideas of their own -- more than
they would like a 2 hour reduction in the work week.

Apart.from the ratings of these particular proposals for
increased involvement, many_respondents expressed a general desire
to help get the work done more efficiently and -effectively. This
sample of spontaneous_comments testified that some people in these
public agencies had ideas for making the organization more effective,

and they wanted their ideas to be heard and used. When combined with
the findings that a majority or respondents would prefer more
opportunities for learning instead of a 2 hour reduction in work-
week, and a considerable minority would even reject the extra 2
hours off in favor of opportunities for greater participdtion,
these statements confirm that there is considerable expressed
demand here for more involvement in the job.

Subsequent questions in the survey attempted to identifyier
and how much the employees would be willing to "trade-off"
increases in pay for some of these changes in the job. For those
who responded to the question, the pattern was clear. If an

employee expressed the same degree of liking (in thefour-point scale)
for two different changes (e.g. educational leave and working on a
team to decide how to do the work better) then he or she would usually
be willing to utrade-off" greater amounts of money for those changes

_that were of direct personal benefit.

Many of the one_third of the respondents who did not answer
this series of questions offered-candid explanations why. They
simply believed that they should pot be asked to forgo an
increase in pay in order to obtain changes that did not cost any-
thing (to the employer) and might even help get the work done
better.

The_explanation, therefore, of why unions do not initiate
demands (or might not be inclined to) is neither that union leaders
lack imagination, nor that they fear more involvement in the job
Would undermine their member's loyalty to the union (as some have
implied). Rather, the union leaders correctly perceive their



members' relative unwillingngess_to forgo pay increases in order
to get more opportunity for involvement-in the job. If winning

such opportupities through collective bargaining requires
concessions An terms of pay, and if union members in the work
force at large have attitudes_ similar to the sample in this
survey,.then accurate representation of members' preference
would, in general, preclude bargaining for job enrichment.
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EDUCATION, WAGES, AND NONFECUNIARY

QUALITIES OF WORK: SOM1 EMPIRICAL FINDINGS*

Etpirieal efforts by neoclasscal economists to explain the distri-

bution of earnings have generally ignored the intangible, nonpecuniary

Characteristics of different jobs. "The agreeableness or disagreeableness

of the employments themselves" was fi st on Adam Smith's famous list of

five factors which, in a competitive economy, would tend to compensate

for differences in average earnings and thereby equalize "the whole of

the advantages and disadv- ages
u
of different occupations.

1
But the

difficulty of me:-uring "agreeableness" in any objective way has 1 d

neoclassical researchers to concentrate almost exclusively on Smith's

second factor: "the easiness and cheapness, or the difficulty and

expense of learning the business.
2

While the association between

earnings and training co ts, both in school and on the job, has been

convincingly demonstrated by proponents of the human capital thecry,

sehooling and experience alone typically account for only about one-third

of the variance in individual earnings. 3 some of the unexplained variance

*Financial support for this research was provided by a grant from the
National Institute of Education. I am pleased to thank Clayton P. Alderfer,
Joseph Antos, Martin N. Bally, 3. Richard Hackman, Eric Hanushek, Larry
Hirschhorn, Simon Neustein, Thomas O'Grady, James Rosenbaum, Marc Stone,
Gary Wolfram, and participants in a seminar at the National Bureau of
_Economic Research in Palo Alto for their suggestions and assistance. Of
course, I am alone responsible for any errors of fact or interpretation.

Smith, pp 99-100.

2Ib1d., p. 101.

3Mincer, p. 92.
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s apparently ass ated with occupational differences,
4
but this only

rals'Is the question of what underlying, nolapec- lary characteristics make

some occupations on average more attractive than otherS. The research

-
_

reported in this paper began as an attemnt to-iMprove the exml atory

-power of the human capital model by including indicators of more "agree-
_

able" employment as part of the payoff from invest ent in training.

e hypothesis to be'tes ed h- o parts. A group of emplcyees

with more years of schooling and _xperience, other things ealinl, can obtain

jobs that are both more agreeable and better paid than the jobs available

to employees with less schooling and experience-. (2) But thin a group

with eeual schooling and experience, those individuals who have more agree-

able: jobs must, with other things equal, accent less pay. The first part

of the hypothesis asserts that schooling-and experience separate workers

into 7noncompeting groups ; ,a notion that has become part of conventional,

:though untested, economic wisdom. 5 This part of the h- °thesis does find

tconfirmation in the data. However, the second part -- which asserts that

wages compenaate for nonpecuniary benefits within a competing g _up -- is

not supported by the data. These findings have unfortunate immlications

for the evolution o work, which will be addressed in the concluding

section.

eported Nonpecuniary Benefits,_in Addition to Wages, are Associated
with_Schooling and Experience

Data from a nations./ s ple were collected as part of the 1973

-7 of Employment 3urvey.6 The total sample included 1496 individuals

4_
.Srenerally, see Eckaus. For teachers see Freeman, pp. 87-92; and Taubman
and Wales, p. 86.

SeeReynolds, p. 278.

Quinn and others.



-:at least 16 years old, who worked no less than 20 hours a week on average

n 1972. Analysis here is limited to white males, not self-employed, who

Worked at least 30 hours a week on average, and who had been working for

:their present employers noless than three months.7

Before considering the nonpecuniary dimensions measured by the s vey,

inst uctive to look at monetary earnings as a basis for comparison.

Average ho_:ly wage was reg essed on: a dummy variable indicating read.-

, dence outside a metropolitan area; a rating by the interviewer (on a five-

point scale) of the respondent's apparent intelligence; the nuMber of years

worked for pay since age 16; and a set of six dummy variables denoting

level of educaiional attainment (completed grade school, some high school,

completed high school, some college, completed college, and more than

tollege, with alLsix di_mmOes equalto zero for resnondents who did not

finish grade school). Residence outside a metropolitan area, apparent

intelligence, and years worked were all significantly associated with

wages, in the expected direction. The six education dummies as a group

actounted for a statistically significant amount of the variance in wages,

but not every one of the six wes significant by itself. Furthermore,

the pet ern of coefficients on the education dummies showed two departures

from the expected moriotonic order: men with so_e college education

7
The data used here were made available on tape by the ISR Social Science

Archive. Neither the original collectors of the data nor the Archive bears
any responsibility for the analyses or interpretation presented here.
8 '

Hourly Wage = earnin s from orimary job before_taxes_and_deductions .

50 x reported average hours worked per week on this job



received no higher lieges than those vho had completed high school only,

and employees with schooling beyond college vtre paid less than those

vho had completed college only, other things equal.9 Despite these

. departures from strict monotonicity, the overall azsoc _tion between

,edueation and %rages is significant and positive.

Table .1 shows the results of a similar analysis of 35 other job

characteristics -easured in the survey. Most of these are intangible,

nontecuniar7
_ _

butes of a job. They are all subjective ratings by

the employee himze

-4-

on ti,four-point'ecale where the posaible responses

were: "a lot" -(or "very " depending on the particular question),

-"someWhat", "a little" "not at all". These ratings form a scale

whidh is ordinal but not necessarily interval. Each of the 35 detendent

variables was therefore treated aa a sequence of binary choices. The

t choi e was whether to answer "a lot" or "somewhat", as opposed to

little" or "not at all" -- that is, geherally Positive or negative.

For thote-emnloyees who chose one of the tyo more positive restionses

'the next step was to analyze the Choice between "a lot" arid "somewhat";

endLfor employees who chose one of the two negative responses, the next

to analyze the choiee between "a little" and "not at all".

uding multiplicative interactions between years worked and the
-0 x education dummies made an additional significant increase in the
exPlained variance of wages, but did not change the basic pattern,
eXcept tb reveal that college graduates receive a higher return from
experience than do less educated groups. This and the other findings

Consistent with Mincer (1974) and Taubman and Wales (1974).



The probabili y of choosing the more positive response at either ep

XI-82_2-83x

ere xl = dtmw nrjable rcDresenting residence outside metropolitan
.area,

apparent intelligenCe,

= years worked for pay since age 16,

dummy variable representing education level

'The parameters were estimated by maxim -likelihood,
10

d statistic

_ignificance of sets of independent varIables vas assessed by like1ihood-

11
io tests. The summary of results in Table 1 shows whether years

worked and/or level of education vas significantly associated with a given

Job characteristic at one or more of the three Junctures on the fo-,r-

point scale.

Sch oling and experience both are posItively assoc a:ed with reported

freedom and job security, opportunity to use one's skills, and the expressed

belief that work provides info __ation about oneself and the world. Experience,

bUt not schooling, is also associated with more reported feelIngs of friend-

ship and participation with other peonle at work
12

more expressed satisfaction

=10
:,.:EStimation made use of programs published by Berkman and others.
11

See Theil, p. 397.
12-

Schooling acc,_Dunts for significant amounts of variance in whether the
"supervisor is saccesSfUl in getting people to work together" and whether
"the:people (yoU) work with take a personal interest in (you)". But only
3 of.::$ coefficients are in monotonic order; therefore itleould not be

-;,correct to say that more schooling is associated with more of these benefits.



, TABLE 1: Associaoharactertstics

vith Years Worked and Level of Education

question

(i g atttisticallI. etgnl-How much does your job...?

ficant association)

Number of Education

Years Level of Coefficients in Expected

Worked Education Monotonic Order (out of 6)

.:reqUire that you have to keep learning new things

re Uire you to work very fast*

,t1low you freedom as to how you do your work

high-level of skill

..requirelou to exert a lot of physical effort*

allbwiou to mtke t lot of decisions on your own

,Hrequire you to be creative

Hallow you to do 4 Ariety of things

do thingalhat are very repetitious.(do things o

and over)*

allow you-to take part in decisions that affect y u

help you tO keep informed about what a happening

in thuvorld

help you to understand the sort of person you

really are

(giYe You) a lot of say over what happens on your job x

let you use the skills end knowledge you learned in

school

'Effect of more years worked or higher level of education la avorable: i.e., le '-re uirement to vork verY

eert a lost of physical effort or do things that are very repetitious.

(Continued on next page.)



tineition

Hov true is it of your job (that)..

(you.are) given a lot of chances to make friends x 3

the Chances for promotion are good

(you have) an opportunityFto develop (your) own x 3

-- special abilities

the work is interesting

TABLE I Continued) pg. 2

Years Level of

Worked Education

57itatistically signi-

ficant association)

Number of Education

Coefficients in Expected

Monotonic Order (out of 6)

3

3

the pay is go d x 3

(you are) given a lot of freedom to decide hov x 5

(yoa) do (your) own work

(you are) given a chance to do the things (you) x x 4

do best

the job security is good x x 4

the problems (you are) expected to solve are x x 5

hard enough

(you) have enough authority to do (your) job 2

(your) fringe benefits are good X 3

the physical surroundings are pleasant ,..-

(you) can see the results of (your) work

x
,

3

3

(yOu) can forget about (your) personal problems 4

the hours are good x 3

(your) supersor is successfUl in getting people x x 3

to vork together

promotions are handled fairly
,

3

(Continued on next page,)
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TOLE 2: Marginal

enenjn ics

How much does your job require you to exert a

lot of physical effort?

"a little" - "none at all"

"somewhat" - "a little"

"a lot" - "somewhat"

wallow you to make a lot of decisions on your own

'somewhat" - "a little"

"a lot" - "somewhat"

...require you to be creative?

"somewhat" - 114 little"

"a lot" - "somewhat"

...require you to do things that re very repetitious

(do 04ngs over:and over)?

" Oiewhat" - "a little"

lot" "somewhat"

...(give you) a lot of say over what happens in your

job?

"somewhat" . "a little"

"a lot" - "somewhat"

.(give you) a lot of chances to make friends?

"somewhat" - "a little"

"very true" - "somewhat"

significant at .05 leVel

*0 significant at 01 level

Less

All Than High More

White High School Some College Than

Yalea School Grad. Colle e Grad, p)11-ege.

$-.02 $.38

-.06 -.37

.64

.01 -.67

.48 .75

-.29 .02

4.19" -1.33**

-.33 .25

.32 .04

.11 -.22

-.23 .26

-.03

.65 $- 20

$-.02 $.64

.14 .46

..,47

.08 .53

.31 .37

-.02 -.28 -. 0

4.41** .09 -.15

-.03 -.97* -.57

.81* -.62

-.05 .38 .45

-1 26

.24 .30 -1.21 -2.51*

-.34 4.03 -.97 -1 80

(Continued on next page)



Years 'worked

Apparent intelligence

* significant at .05 lev .1

si -ificant at .01 level

TABLE 2 (Continued ) pg.2

Loss

All Then High More

White High School Some College Than

Males_ School Grak ColleEe. prad._ Colie_ge

.185** .043 .191"

2.50** .11 .61

8.41" 1.h8 2.27"

(df) (20,595) (20166) (20,216)

.171* .8430*

..53 3.02

1.75* 2.86"

20,97) (16,40)

J188*

-.300

2.58##

(16,48)



with making friends on the job. For men with more than high

school training there is a negative relationship between pay and making

friends at work.

There are generally consistent bUt insignificant coefficients asso-

ciated with creativity and with having say on the job. For all white males,

and within each educational stratum employees who report that their jobs

require them to be somewhat" creative tend to be paid more than those,

_who say their jobs demand either "a lot" or on_ "a little" creativity.

There is also some indication that employees vho report having more say

on the job tend also to get more pay. Finally, wage differences associated

with diffe ent levels of physical effort or autonomy in decision-making

reveal no consistent pattern.

Assuming a competitive equilibrium does exist in the labor market,

the estimates in Table 2 therefore imply that, throughout the range

observed tran actions, there is a positive marginal cost to employers,

and a positive marginal value to employees, when employees have more

opportunity to make friends on the job -- or when the work is more_ reneti-

tious.

The latter finding is stressed because it apparently contrac3icts

the assumption that employees generally want less repetitious work.

Rejecting this assumption would require an interpretation of the results

in Table I very different from that in the preceding section. Less repeti-

tion and more novelty -- the attributes nost p _ticularly associated with

more schooling -- would have to be _een as costs, which offset rather

than augment the monetary returns to education. The choice whether to



erpret less repetition as a benefit or a cost depends on beliefs about

human. nature. It is related to the question whether human beings are

"intrinsically moti ted r not. This is a question about which psycho-

d management consultants have had lengthy debate, but which

one leading psYchologist does not believe susceptible to

empirical resolution.16

f we choose-to believe that employees in this sample have enoug

intrinsic motivation to con ider less repetitious work a benefit1 then

the results in Table 2 must reflect some further stratification within

grows -f men who have equal levels of -chooling, experience, and apparent

. intelligence. Suppose that the effective functioning of _ an organization

requires there to be a positive relationship between pay, authority, and

opportunity to make non-routine decisions within the organization.
17

This positive relationship between pay and nonpecuniary benefits tends to

:ensWe that there will be plenty of qualified applicants competing for

otion at cv

hed to high p _

effective authority, than would be true if the nonpeouniary advan-

egvof high positions were offset -by lover pay. -Indeed, it would seem

totally absurd to award positions of authority in any organization or

internal labor market by aUctioning them off rather than by the kind of

nOnprice competitive contest whiCh organizations presently sponsor.

of the ladder. As a result, more prestige is

and individuals in high positions exeM.se

Evidence of this relationship has been found in work org: a in

rel countries. See Jaques, and Tannenbaum and others.



The fact is that individuals cannot ')uy certain nonpecuniary benefits by

,offering to Accept less pay. The only way to get these benefits is to

compete for promotion.

Nov cpose further that an individual's rate of pr_ otion within

organizations is only partly explained by experience and apparent intelli-

gence as measured in this survey. Other important factors determining

promotion might include ambition, unmeasured productive ability, socia1 4,

skins or sheer luck. If these unobserved or random factors are suffi-

ciently important, then the resulting differences in rates of advancement

fro, less to more desirable jobs vould Account for the observed negative

correlation between pay and more repetitious work.

If employees generally prefer :less reretitious work, then there may

be a vitive relationship between pay _ d repetitiousness or entry-level

Jobs in different internal labor marketq though the entry-level jobs open

to more highly educated applicants as a group would presumably offer both

more pay d less repetition than the entry-level jobs open to group'

with less education. But those individuals Vho are promoted faster would
--

get more pay And less repetitious work than other indiyiduals in the same

edudational group. Over time, the negative correlation between pay

repetitious work within internal labor m -kets could dominate the positive

18relationship:At the entry level, across different market

18
This argument can be illustrated by a simrle numerical example. Let w

and q 4enote the wage rate end a nonpecuniary benefit, respectively. Let

:the subscript 0 denote characteristics of entry-level jobs, and subscript
1::Stand for some later time. Suppose that, among a group of full-time
etployees who all have the same education, sex, race, and apparent intelli-
gence, half begin their careers in jobs where go 2 and w

0
= 10. The other

(Footnote continued on following page.)



ne of reasoning is consistent with all the results in Table 2.

men with the same level of education, years of experience, and

apparent intelligence, those who have been promoted atia faster rate

whatever reason -- receive higher wages, report less repetition in

work, have had less opportunity to make friends on the job, and

:have _ire say about what happens on the job. Except for making friends

_mpermilIary benefits have the same itive) relation-

ship to wages within groups of men with equal schooling and experience

As betWeen groups with different levels of schooling and experience.

the payoff from schooling and experience shown in Table 1 is shown

IMPlicitlyinTable 2 to resemble the payoff from rapid promotion --

except that rapid promotion results in a loss of opportunities to 'make

-_ends at work, which must be reekoned as a cost.

18(Continuech) half start with = 1 and vo = 12. In the later period,

atppose half have been promoted, and promotion is independent of the

originalaboice of joba. For those who have been promoted, it,

and q
1
=r2q-* for the others Wr1 w

0
and q = o_. Now compute the

4 -u
average valUA of w for individuals who have the same level of qi.-(This

ia easentiellywhat was done with the actual sample in estimating the
differenceA in Table 2..) The results in this hypothetical case are:

mean
1

1 12

17

20

These numbers illustrate how a p _itively valued job characteristic can
halie.f.an apparent negative "'price" if promotion brings more of that charac-

teristic:along with more ray.

1..11 m't



Although-it s possible to show that white, male, full-time employees

who have more schooling and experience do obtain more "agreeable" jobs

in addition to higher wages, it has not been possible vith this data to

implicit prices of intangible,nonpecunisry job characteristics.

-esumebly it would be possible to measure such prices if employees

coUld,:be:divided into still more homogeneous strata. "Equally qualified"

-employees could be defined More precisely with data on quality of schooling,

velity of on-the-job training, cognitive ability, and ambition.19

mplicit prices of =pecuniary benefits could thereby be measured, the

: human capital in production, the benefits and costs of changes

inthe productive process tbe value of human time, d even aggregate

economic welfar could all be comput d with f _ greater precision.

his point, however, the most sIgnIficant conclusIon is that

riding evi dence'of wage differentials which compensate for intangible

nonPecuniary features of work is very difficult. Even wIthin groups

of:white, male, full-time employees who have,the same level of schooling,,

_xperience, and apparent intelligence, the relationship of wages to non-

-peduniary benefits is more plausibly explained by the hierard±al structure

ternal labor markets than by the model of a competitive auction.

practical implication is that employers have no 'significant monetary

ncentive to improve the nonpecuniary characteristics of work. This is

,probably why management consultants who write about "job enrichment" or

Effects of such variables on rate of promotion at Ford Motor Company
have been shown by Wise.



-19-

eying the "quality of working life" ordinarily speak of im roving

both morale and productivity simultaneously. 20
No one knows how big an

increase In nonpecuniary benefits would be required to justify a given

loss in productivity.

employers have no way to trade better jobs to their employees

in return for lower labor costs, then vhat must happ n over time to the

nature of work? Adam Smith, in another well-known passage, wrote:

In the progress of the division of labour, the employment
of the far greater part of thwe who live by labour, that is,
of the great body of people', comes to be confined to a few
very simple operations, frequently to one or two. But the
understandings of the greater part of men are necessarily
formed by their ordinary employments. The man whose whole
life is spent in performing a few simple operations, of
which the effects too are, perhaps, always the same, or
very nearly the same, has no occasion to exert his under-
standing, or to exercise his invention in finding out expe-
dients for removing difficulties which never occur. He
naturally loses, therefore, the habit of such exertion, and
generally becomes as stupid and ignorant as it is possible
for a human creature to become. The tortor of his mind
renders him, not only incapable of relishing or bearing a
part in any rational conversation, but of conceiving any
generous, noble, or tender sentiment, and consequently of
forming any just judgment concerning-many even of the ordinary
dUties of private life.... His dexterity at his own'particu-
ler trade seems, in this manner, to be acquired at the expense
of his intellectual, social and martial'virtues. But in
every improved mud civilized society this is the state into
which the labouring poor, that is, the great body of the
people, must necessarqy fall, unless government takes some
pains to prevent

Smith considered this a sufficient danger to warrant public p

ools, much against his general principles. He gave no reason to believe

competitive markets vould prevent the degradation of human labor. At

s point we have no evidence that he was mistaken.

20
See, for example, Maher, Rush, Greenblatt, Kraft and Williams, Paul and others

th, pp 734-T35=
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'EDUCATION, AGEAND DEMANDS FOR IMPROVING

ME QUALITY, OF WORKING LIFE

rodUction and Summary

current surplus of college graduates means that some graduates

jobs which previous ere filled by workers without college

What happens when college graduates find theMselves holding

ame job titles as people without degrees? Other studies have found

orkers who consider themselves overeducated for thei werk express

atisfaction with their,jobs and with'themselves. 13nt,what action,

_ -
yL_do they take? If college graduatesfind themselves trapped in

'as which do not recognize their skills and attitudes, do they express a

desire for changes that are any different from the ch ges their less-

:educated co-workers would like? Many writers
_

the new generation of highly educated workers to -ake pew kinds of demands:

the early 19705 expected

for eater participation in decision-making, more flexible ho

--ments, more interesting work, and the like.

This paper will report borne results pf an nquiry into these questions,

2
throu-sA a survey of workers ina large municipal bureaucracy . The survey

ked,how much respondentsin four different occupational titles would like

o-,have each of ten or twelve specific, Wpothetical changes in their

--
-actual jobs, and how much they were satiafied with specific aspects of

-he job. Although expressed desires i'or :certain changes were found to

--lated in the expected way, to diss
-)

faction with certain aspects

6 _b neither desIre for changes nor satisfaction with aspects of the

-1-
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_s consistently related to age or.educational attainment.

11441)Eglua2f Educated Workers and Predictions of Their Resnonses

For the generation born and raised after World War II, school has

been a way of life. As children, most of them had little to do excett

'play, watch television, and go to school. Prosperity, parental aspi a-

and the growing prestige of technicians of all kinds have combined

oAceep more of thts generation in school longer. In 1960, colleges e_ olled

Percent- of individualsbetween age 18 and 24; by 1970 the percentage

rose t_ 25.8, and in 1971 to 26 .3. Moreover, this age cohort itself re-

presented a larger proporti of the total potulation in-1970 than in 1960,

--so while the total population grew 13.3 percent in that decade, college

enrollment'.jumped 117.4 pc cent.3

While college enrollment more than doubled in the 1960's, the number

of professional, technical _agerial, and administrative jobs increased

:.otly 33.5 percent. 'Furthermore, the absolute number of such jobs actually

ell by about 350,000 between 1971 and 1972 Evidently the number of

-1h7prestige jobs is not growing as fast as the number of people who hore

o qualify for them.-
5

Those college graduates who cannot find work which

qualifications must now take jobs which offer less pay6 and

also presumably, less nontecuniary benefits 7
than they expected.

In the early 1970s many writers were suggesting that the large new

cohort of collgge graduates would not just passively accept their new

uation, but would demand changes in the workplace. In particular,



these highly educated young people were expected to want the kind of

-intrinsic sa isfaction And personal meaning in work that sociological

studies had found to be associated with professional and managerial
8

:employment. This generation had demonstrated its awn idealism and

interest,in socially useful work through participation in the Peace Corps,

Vista, and alniila.r programs. Then its resist _ce to the Vietnam draft,

whether_viewed as idealistic self-sacrifice 0r as cynical self-preservation,

nevertheless demonstrated that this generation would not be pushed around.

Etployers politicians d social scientists began to worry that this

dealistic and sometimes ur ageable group of college kids 'would cause disrun-

tien i.filan they finally went to work. Daniel Yenkelovich, after a series

of five n tional surveys of college-age youth between 1967 and 1973,

actuAlly-Concluded:

"The true nature of the campus rebellion now stands
out more clearly--as a quest for new life styles and
life values, with work-related values as an important
part of this search."9

Yankelovich also found that the quest was not limited to young people

actually in college, but involved noncollege youth as well. However,
,

hough their values might be similar, their expectations were not.

Yenkelovich observed, "The idea of meaningfUl work is attractive to these

high school graduates--but they do not really expect to get it from their

10

Shortly after the Ame can disengagement from Vietnam, an outpouring

of books and articles, outside the technical research literature, addressed
1'the subject of change in the natur and orgization of work.-1 iIt s

liot possible to prove whether or not publication of this writing for

,1



al readership was principally motivated by hopes or fears surrounding

the entry of the anti-war college generation into the labor force. Never-

difficult to find a piece of writing from the post-Vietnam

period:on a subject such as work humanization, job enrichment, or the

quality:of working life, which did not mention the large numbers. of Young

ahd hig ly educated workers presentlk going to work.

example, Work in America.in its very first p agraph pointed to

"the youth who seek a vace in their ociety", and three paragraphs later

a:serts that, "A general increase in their educational aria economlc status

hes placed many American workers ln a poSition where having an interesting

obla now as inportant as having a job that pays well." George Strauss,

a well- wn researcher in the field,.agreed that-,

"..this particular generation has been raised according
to permissive standards, affected by the campus revolts
of the 1960s, and is thus particularly resistant t9
authority...success among them is measured less in monetary
and physical terms and more in terms of self-fulfillment,
living an agreeable life style, and doing meaningful work."

Furthermore, Strauss wrote:

"As workers' material s andards of living improve, as they
become better educated, and as their expectations change,
they can be expectedly show increasing preference for
freedom on the job."

an authority on manpower than Eli Ginzberg wrote in a irnilar veib:

"The steadily rising levels of educational achievement and
the expectations." consequences thereof are unquestionably
resulting in new and diffeignt orientations to work on the
part of young workers..."

These and other informed observers expecte 'o -g and highly educated .

oirkers to be a force for change in the workplace. Yet, as of 1976, it

d be difficult to point to any major change that these workers have

ed. A commentator in Business Week suggests that high unemployment

4:3



forced potential insurgents to watch for their o job ecurity. A

-vice-president for employee relations co- ented that the recession 'could '

be a blessing in disguise, d a corporate president agreed that young

workers have gotten the 60s out of their system ."14 While it is probably

true that high unemployment ha

for ch s.n

inhibited expressions of workers' demands

e, the data to be presented here also suggests that conventional

wisdom may have overestimated the power of age and educational attainme*

to predict what kind of changes workers will want to make in their actual

jobs.

Data

The sample consisted of 164 Accountants, 214 College Off ce Lssistants

secretaries in a public university system), 90 Nurse's Aides, and 427

Social Service Supervisors. All respondents were riembers of a large and

heterogeneous public employee union. For the three larger groups, ques-

ionnaires were mailed to everyone on the union's mailing list in those

jobs titles. The overall response rate from this mailing was 22 percent.

To check for non-response bias, we visited several work sites and obtained

questionnaires from individuals who had not returned them by mail. Com-

parison of these "call-back" questionnaires with the "mail-back" sample

indicates that the mail-back group over-represents young, white males among

The Soeial Service Supervisors; but there are no consistent differences for

-itccountants or College Office AssiSt _As. For se's Aides, we administered

e.questionnaire through personal interviews rather than by mail.

The dependent variables for this analysis are the responses to the

'following question, which appeared at the very beginning of the questionnaire:



Herea.re Some4deas what have been suggested for changing the
&espondent's title]. Please indicate how much you

persbnally would like to haye each of these changes in youx
own4ob,:by:vriting one of the .following numbers ifi the blank
spedebefore each suggested change:

4 = you would like it very much

7 you would like it

2 := you would not like i

1 = you would dislike it very much

0 = this is something you already have in your job.

A list of proposed changes followed. These had been developed throu dis-

cUssions with union officials, and through group interviews with a small

_-
number of people from each of the four occupations. Tables 1 through 4

-each show th- hypothetical changes presented to one occupational group,

and the distribution of responses.

The main hypothesisof interest here is that differences in individual

characteristics will be associated with differences in expressed desire for

changes in the job. In particular, younger workers and those with more

schobling are expected more often to say they would want more opportunity

to become personally involved In their work, through participation in a

labor-management committee, having time to acquire job-related skills

information, having a chance to demonstrate new ideas of their own, or

working in an autonomous team.

ntervening between the independent and, dependent variables are a set

ables measuring satisfaction with various aspects of the job. The

ons which elicited this information, and tlin distribution of respell es

of v

que



Table 1: Accountants

Would
like

VerY
much

Being en a committee with other Account-
-ta,'program directors at your location

and_other administratorswhich would 47%
meet 2 hours everyweek during work
time to decide how to improve work pro-
cedures and conditions where you work.
(COMMITT)

2) Being-allowed to spend up to 2 hours
every week during work time.acquiring 51 38 7
-new skills, information, and expertise
to helP You in your work. ,You could
spend this time reading, gathering
-information on your own, enrolling in
cOursesi,getting together with other
Accountants to'organice training work-
shops for yourselves, or in any other
way that would be-useful to you-provid-
ed that-you keep your supervisor in-
formed of how you'are spending this
time (SKILLS).

Would' N.A: Or
Would Dislike- already

Would not Very have
like_ like Much' it

140%

3) Being allowed to arrive'at work any time
between 8 and 1Lam, and to losve at any
time betWeen 14 and 7 pm--providad you
work the sameltotal', number:of hours
each (ay_as you do now. (FLEXDAY)

4) ReiMburaement of *to $700 a year for
.the coSt of education or counseling
services, whether related to the job
or not (EDUCOST)

5 Having the;opportunity tO submit
written proposals for demonstrations
of new or improved ways to perform
accounting functiOns.-A committee of
AccoUntantsi-and adminstrators would make
resources available from a discretionarY
fund to ._support the best proposed demon-
strations. Ir you vin, YoU would be in
charge of carrying out your own proposal
(DEMONS)

50 25 18 8

59 29 0

35 47 11 2

6 _awing your working hours reduced by 2
hOura week. (LESSTIME) 54 31 12 3 1

7) Being allowed to come and go from work
at any time you choose-provided you work 42 18 26 14
the same total number of hours each week
as yoU do now. (FLEXWEEK)

Being part of a tesm with your suoervisor
and co-workers, which would have the 43
authority tO decide as a group how the
work isdone-provided the total Output of
work is the same as it is now.. (TEAM)

9) Being allowed to take a whole year off with
.half pay after every 10 years--with no effect
on sick leave, ann,:al leave, or terminal 60 18 11 9 '2
leave

(SABBAT)

38



e ng on a-committee with other College
,ce Assietantsifaculty,adminiatratorn 43% 33% 20% 1%

and stu4Onts-which would meet for 2 hours
every week'duringwork-time. to decide:how
to improve procedUres-and:conditions
where yRu Work.:(COMNITT)

2) Being-allowed:to spend'up to 2 hours
every week during work time :enquiring 56 29 1
new siillsiinformation,and expertise
to help you,inyo0r:WOrk-. You could
snend this timejeading,gathering infor-
mation oniyour.-4Vnenrolling in courses,
getting together,With other College
Office Assistantn to-urganize training
workshops for yourselveaor in any other
way that would be useful to you-provided
that you keep yourAppervisor informed of
how you are spending this time. (S(ILLS)

Would Woud
like Would dislike
verY- Would not very
much like like much

N.A. or
already
have

3) Being allowed to arrive at work BAY' time
between 8 and 11 sm, and toIleave at.olly 45 24 17 12 2time between 4 and 7Ipm-trovided you work
the same total number of:hours'each day
as you do now. There would be a procedure
for coordinating individual schedules.
(FLEXDAY)

4) Reimbursement-of up to $500 a year for
the cost of edueation or counseling ser- 47 31 13 2
vices whether related to the job or not.
(EDUCOST)

5) Having the-opportunity to submit writ-
ten proposals for demonstrations of neir
or improved ways to perform office. func-
tiObs. A committee of College Office --'

Asniatants and administrators would make
renourcen available from'a discretionary
fund to supportthe best proposal demon-
strations.-If you win,you would be in
charge of carrying out Your. ownloroposal.
(DEMONS)

6) Having your'working hours reduced by 2 72 22
hours a week.- (LESSTUiE)

7) Having 5 days every year for thorough
orientation and training nessions,which

. 58 28
would be planned by:a:committee of College
Office Ansistantsadministrators,- and
training consultents.AORIENT)

8) Being allowed_to come and go from work
at any time-yen- choope-provided you work- .40 20 20 10 11
the,same totalnumber- Of hours each-week
as you do now. There Would be a procedure
-for coordinating individual schedules.
(FLEXWEEK)

9) Being part of a team with your wiper-
visor and co-workers,which would have .the 41 29
authority to decide-as a group hew the
work is done-provided the total output
of work in the same as it in now. (TEAM)

10) Being all0Wed:to take a whole year off
with half pay after-every 10 yearn-with 75 11
no effect on sick leave,annual leavcor
terminal leave. (SABBAT)

2 9

5

2



Table 3: Nurse's Aides
uld

like
very
much

yould
like

Having 10 or 15 minutes at the beginning
-of your shift,:and%another 10 Or 15 minute_ 42%
at the end of your shift, for the Nurse
and_Aides whoere-,going off duty to telkthe
Nuraes and Aides Who are coming on:duty aboUt
what is_happening with the patients on the
ward. (BRIEF)

2) Being on a:COmmittee with Other'Nur
Aides, do-eters, nuraeS, technicians, and 47
administratorawhich wouldmeet for 2 hours
every week-dnrintwork'time to-decide hov tO
imavve preeedUresankeonditions in this

(COMMITT)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

Having the option'of:working two 4-hour
shifts each day,' With time off:in between
to do other things-instead-of one continU-
ous 8-hour,Shift,',_(PLEX1)AY)

Having 5 dayslathpay every year ter
thorough orientation and training sessions, 61
which would include topicalike emergency
procedures, taang vital signs', and commu-:
nication with patients. (ORIENT)

Having your:work time reduced by 2 hours a
week with no CUt:in pale (LESSTIME)

Payment of up to $400 a:Year for the cost
of any education, training, orTcounaeling
services, whether related to the Job or
not. (EDLICOST)

Being part of a team with yoursupervisor
and co-workers',which have the authority to
decide as a group hot the Work is done--
provided the total outpat of work Is the
same as it is now. (TEAM)

8) Having a contest every year for Nurse's
Aides in your hospital,where the Nurse's 50 34 12
Aides who write in the best suggestions
for improving patient care would win an eX-
tra week -of paid vacation. The winners would
be choosen by a committee of nursed, dot-
tors,- and administrators. (CONTEST)

Having the option of working different amoun
Of time in different daYs-provided you work
the same total-number of_hours each week as
you do now. (FLEXWEEK)

0) Being allowed to take a whole year off With
half pay after every 10 years-with no effect 44
on siCk leave, annual leave,or terminal
leave. (SABBAT)

Giving patienta a:form when they leave the
hospital to write down the name of any Nurse's 37 31 18
Aides who have given them extra care. Aides
whose names get written down by a lot of
patients cOuld get up to 5 extra paid holi-
days each year. Aide$ whose namea do not get
written 'down by any patients would not get
any extra holidays,but no one would lose any
time off because of this,and no one's evalu-
ation would be affected. (PATCARE)

9

56

53

142

Would
not
like

14% 1%

40

11 43

31

37

3

11

33 26

30 17

4 8

141ould

Dislike
Very
Much

2

12

11

-9 -

or:

alreadY
have':

It
42%

10

2

2

20



Table 4$ Soc al Service Suner

ttee mith other Social
Service era, progrmacUrectors

id
ke

_very,
.1

-WO d N.A. br
d Dislike alreadY

mot Very have
like much

ai your locatien, and other admiaistra- 46% 35%
torswhich would-meet for 2 hours every
week during work time to decide bow to
improve procedures and conditions wpere
yoU vork. (comtcrq _

2 ) Being, allowed to spend up to 2 hours

4-

5%

everylweet:during-work time acquiring 57 29 7 2 5
new eki.11a, information, and expertise
to help you in your work. You could
spend thiatine reading,=gathering
informationan your Own, enrolling in
couraes, getting together with other
Social Serviee Supervisors to organize
training workshops for yourselves, or
in any other way that_WoUld be useful
to you-provided you keep your super-
visor'infrmed of how you are spending
this time. (SKILLS)

3) Beingallowed to arrive at work any time,
between 8 anill am, and to leave any time 53
between 4:and 7 pmprovided you work the
sane totalaumber of hours each day as you
do now.There would be a procedure for
coordinating individual achedeles.(FLEXDAY)

4 Reimbursement of up to $700 a year for the
eostaf education or coUnseling services, 67
whether related to the job or not.(BDUCOST)

5) Raving the opportunity to auhmit written
proposals for demonstrations of new or 42
improved Ways to deliver services. A
Committee of Social ServicaSupervisors,
-mule workers, and Administrators would

=Ike resources aveilablefrom & diacre-
'

tionary fuad to aupport the best proposed
deavnstrationa. If you win, you would

: be In OhaTge of carrying out your own
proposal-. (DEMONS)

6)Raving your working hours reduced by 2
hours a week. (LESSTIME) 49

eing allowed to come and go from work
at any time,you chooSe-proVided you
Work,the Same total number of hours each 44
week aslYoU do now. There would be a
procedure ,for 'coordinating individual
schedules (FLEXWEEK)

Being partaf a team with your super-
visorand ce-workers,which would have the 39
authority to decideas a group how the
work is done-provided the total output
of-Work is the same an it is noV.(TEAM)

9 Being allowed to take a whole year off
with half pay after every 10 years-with 71
no effect on sick leave, annual leave,
or terminal leave. (SABBAT)

4 9

24 14 8 1

23 6

42 10 2 4

33 12 4 2

19 20

33 12 3 13

15 5 3 6



All dn all, how

Very
Satis -d 8%

TABLE-5: ACCOLDITANTS

Percentage or Number Responding

d would you say you are with your job? (ALLJSAT) Number
Responding

141
Somdwhat
Satisfied 57%

Not too Not at All
Satisfied.27% Satisfied

ow satisfied would you say you arc with each
job?

oYi_AEL2=IL5 I'f=

(Please check one)

Very Somewhat
Satisfied Satisfied

-Pay.. (ASPAY) 40°

Fringe benefits. (ASFRINGE) 41-- 45

,T me-off.(ASTIMOFF), 42 48

_52 40Job security.(ASJOBSEC)

Opportunity to get the facts
and information necessary to
do the job well. (ASFACTS) 8

portunity for promotion.(ASPROMO) 2

Opportunity to learn new skills
and abilities.(ASNUSKIL)

Not too Not at All
Satisfied Satisfied

37% 19%

11 3

2

4

39 28 25

20

21__

-Opportunity to make friends on

53

the job. (ASFRIEND

j3pportunity to decide hoi
your work. ( ASHOWMO

you

OPportunity to use-the skills and
have.(ASUSEKL ) 6

37

11

Opportunity to do a var
(ASVARIE)

portunity to get,recogn
-o- your wor)a ASRECOG_

y of

on

Opportunity to have an impact
on the way things arc done.
(ASIMPACT)

. Opportunity to get competent
supervision.(ASSUPERV)

Opportunity to usa your time
as you see-fit ASUSETIM) 11

30

35

5 0

38

22

40

10

23 13

30

40

32 37

27 31

25

157-

157±

155::

157

158

157-

158,

15 8

15 7

15 5

15 7 :

15 8

15 8

158



TABLE 6: COLLEGE_OFFICE ASSISTANTS_ (B)

Percentage of Number Responding:

All in all, how satisfied would you say you are with your job? (ALLTSAT) Number
Respondini

Very Somewhat Not too Not at All
Satis d 32% Satisfied 56% Satisfied 9% Satisfied 175

.

'ed would you say you arc with each of the follovir_

ASFAY)

e benefits (ASFRINGE)

off. (ASTIMOFF)

security.(ASJOBSEC)

Opp rtunity to get the facts
and information necessary to
o he job well. (ASFACTS)

Iportunity for promotion.
IZEFROMO)

Opportunity to learn new skills
and abilities.(ASNUSKIL)

Opportunity to make friends 'on
_the job.(ASFRIEND)

Opportunity to decide how you
,4:1t) your work.(ASHOWDO)

Opportunity to use the skills and
abilities you have.(ASNUSEKL

Opportunity to do a variety of
things. (ASVARIE)

portunity to got recognition
for your work.(ASRE00G)

Opportunity to have an impact
n-the:way things are done.

'CASIMPACTY

Opportunity to get competent
supervision,(ASSUPERV)

OpportunitY to use your time
as you see fit.(ASUSETIM)

(Please check one)

Very
Satisfied

Somewhat
Satisfied

Not too
Satisfied

Not at All
Satisfied

13% 60°:, -9%

54 42 4 0

46 45 7 2

69 28 2 2

28 14

6 21 36 37

9 30 314 _27

29 59 9 3

'32 ho 20 8

27 39 22 12

31 34 23 12

14 30 29 27

15 27 32 26

140 16 25

20' 45 13 22

51

194

194

192

189

194

192

1192

194

194

194

I 192

193

193

189

193



TABLE 7: NURSE'S AIDES

Percentage of Number Responding

in all, how atisfied would you say you are with your

Very --Somewhat
Satisfied 4 Satisfied

?(ALLJSAT)

Not too Not at All
Satisfied 18% Satisfied

Number
Respondini,

0

how satisfied w uld you say you are with ,caoh cf the_fnliowingpeqs of_your

Pay. (ASPAY)

Fringe benefits (AS _INGE)

Time off.(ASTIMOFF)

Job security. (ASJOBSEC)

'Opportunity to gt the facts
and information necessary to

: do the job well.(ASPACTS) "

ortunity for promotion.
OMO)

OpportunitY to learn new skil s
and abilities. (ASNUSKIL)

Opportunity, to make friends on
tho job. 4D)

Opportunity to decido how you
do your work.(ASHOwDO) LJSL_

.Opportunity to use the skills and
-abilities you have.(ASUSEKL ) 44'

Very
Satis

22

37

33

38

24_

34

6o

Opportunity to do a variety of
things. (ASVARIE)

Opportunity to get reco ni ion
for your work. (ASRECOG

Opportunity to have an impact
on-the way things arc done.
ASIMPACT)

Opportunity to got competent

suPervision.(ASSUPERV)

-OpportUnity to use your
fit.(ASUSETIM

314

_22

_50

(Please cneck one)

Somewhat Not too
Satisfied Satisfied

57-

50

47

36

32

28

14

18

26

23

33 _7

36 13

34 13_

34

26

26

25

35 42 14

Not at All

Satisfied
--

17%

2

7

8

18

114

1

5

17

3-7

89

.90

. 90

90

88

89

90

90

86

90

9

89

89

89



TABLE SOCIAL SERVICE SUPERVISORS (I)

:Percentage of Humber Responding

ln all, how satisfied would y

Very
Satisfied 11% Satisfied

Somewhat

-HoW satisfied would you say you are
job?

i;aY.(ASPAY)

-Fringe bcnefits.(ASFRINGE)

e off. (ASTIMOFF)

JoLLsecurity.(ASJOBSEC)

Opportunity to get the fact$
and information necessary to
do the job well. (ASFACTS)

(Aggmha ty for promotion.

Opportunity to learn new skil
and abilities. (ASNUSKIL)

Opportunity to make friends on
the job. (ASFRIEND)

Ve
Satis fied

say you are with your job? ALLJSAT Number
Responding

Not too Not at All
Satisfied 35% Satisfied 8%_

h each he followin as ects of _our,

(Please cheek oUe)

Somewhat Noi tee
Satisfied Satisfied

41%

35 53 11

:33 51 13

30 15

23 bo

1

19

Opportunity to decide how you
do your work. (ASHOWDO) .13

Opportunity to use the skills and
abilities you have. (ASUSEKL)

_Opportunity to do a variety of
things'. (ASVARIE) 12

portunity to get recognition
lor your Work(ASREC00)

,Opportunity to have an impact
,orrtheWay things a e done.
(ASIMPA60
Opportwity to get competent
supertisicn, (ASSUPERV), -

5

-Opportunity to use your time
as you'see- fit. (ASUSETIM) _10

7 20

20 32

Not at All
Satisfied

3

12

33 _

45

59 lb

26 20

31 27

31 29 28

21 28

17 32 46

31 28 6

43 25 22-

364

401

402

399

395

boi

boo

boo

boi

97

bo2

boa,

bo

402



each occupational group shown in Tables through 8.

-15-

Desire for particular kinds of change is expected to be associated

with certain kinds of expressed dissatisfaction. Dissatisfaction itself

is expected to correlate with c_-tain characteristics of individuals. In

this sense, dissatisfaction is expected to act as an intervening variable

between individual characteri-tics and desire for change in the job.

Tindings

Regression of stated desires for change on expressed satIsfactions gave

the following statistically significant results:

1. Desire for a labor-management committee (COMMITT) is stronger among

Accountants who feel dissatisfied with the amount of impact they have,

among College Office Assistants who dislike the lack of promotional

opportunity (and perhaps see this as a substitute), and among Nurse's

Aides who say they are satisfied with their opportunity to decide how

they do the work (perhaps an expression of identification with the

organization).

2. The idea of having some time to acquire job-related skills and infor-

motion (SKILLS) was more attraci ve to College Office AssIstants who _ere

dissatisfied with their opportunities for 'making friends d to Social

ervice Supervisors who did not like their lack of opportunity to decide

how they did their -ork. Evidently some of the foer group read this

.proposal as a social opPortunity (seminars and workshops) -h"le the

'latter group viewed it as possibly enhancing.their autonomy.



A flexible work day (FLEXDAY) appealed generally (when the four occu-

pational groups were pooled together) to respondents who were satisfied

-16-

with their fringe benefits and j b security--and diSsatisfied with their

time off, promotional chances, and opportunities to learn new skills and

to decide how to do their work. In short, flexible work hours appeal to

workers who are comfortable but restless and bored.

Reimbursement for general educational expense (EDUCOST) commends itself

most favorably to Accountants who feel they ar^ doing professional

accounting work but not getting enough recognition for it (possibly they

have an interest in keeping their skills fresh for outside consulting);

also to College Office Assistants who feel their work does make use of

their skills but lacks variety. The idea also appeals to College Office

Assistants and Nurse's Aides who expre . di-satisfactions with the

superviaion they get -- this unexpected correlation seems to be picking

p a desire to get even with some supervisors who flaunt their educational

credentials.

Stated desire for opportunities to demonstrate new ideas (DEMONS ) does

not seem to correlate meaningfully with anything.

Among the combined sample of all respondents, desire for a two-hour re-

duction in the work week LESSTIME) Is strongest for those who feel dis-

satisfied with their time off now and with their lack of opportunity to

learn new skills, but who are satisfied with job security.

Flexible weekly hours (FLEXWEEK) have most appeal in the combined sample

for workers dissatisfied with time off; for Accountants dissatisfied

with lack of variety; College Office Assist ts who are satisfied that

their work has an impact but dissatisfied with time off and with lack
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of opportunity to decide how the_ do their work (similar to the pattern

for FLEXDAY); and Nurse's Aides who are most satisfied with opport_ ity

to learn new skills (apparently a spurioun correlation).

Desire for autonemous work teams (TEAM) sometimes reflects satis -ction

with the organization, and sometimes dissatisfa tion with the way work

is organized. Accountants s tisfied with fringe benefits and College

Office Assistants satisfied with their opportunity to learn new skills on

the job, as well as Nurse's Aides who are satis_ -d with promotional

chances and oppartunity to use the skills they have, all express more

interest in working in small teams as do employees in the pooled samnle

vho like their chances for promotion. But Social Service Supervisors

who feel they are not getting the facts and information they need and

Nurse's Aides who are dissatisfied with their present oportunities

make friends, have an impact, or use their tin- as they see fit -- ail

have a positive interest in teams, too.

9. A year's leave of absence with half pay after every ten years (SABBAT),

generally the most popular proposal, appeals most to respondents in the

combined sample who are dissatisfied with the time off they have now.

Having established that some of these se-isfaction variables are related

as expected to desire for certain changes, we may nOw ask whether the char-

acteristics of individuals account for differences in desire for change, and

to what extent any connection between individual characte i-tics and desire

for change can be traced through expressions of satisfaction. However, the

results show such a tenuous association between individual characteristics

d desire for change that the hypothesis about satisfaction as in inter-

vening variable cannot even be tested.



Regression of desires for change on character sties of individuals

showed a few consistent and statistically significant connections. But the

characteristics of main inte est here -- age and educational background

15
seem to have little consistent effect. In this sample, more highly

edueated workers in general show no stronger interest in job changes that

would permit greater self-direction or personal involvement -- nor in any

other kind of change in the job. This negative result might have been ,

discounted if the proposed job changes were simply irrelevant to the concerns

of people in this sample. But the significant associations between desires

for change and expressed satisfaction, summarized just above, would seem to

bar such an escape. The inescapable conclusion from this data seems to be

that education is not one of the variables that affect preferences for changes

in the job. Similarly, age by itself has no consistent association with

desires for change in the

A few independent variables do have consistent and significant effects.

Among Social Service Supervisors, people who have experienced abnormal insta-

bility in their job assignments express greater enthusiasm for job change

especially for flexible hours. They also express more dissatisfaction with

most aspects of the job. A similar pattern occurs for Social Service Suner-
a

visors who are lot actually supervising anyone but who would like to do so.

They have a stronger preference for most of the proposed job changes, especially

the autonomous work teams. And they, too, express.more dissatisfaction with

mo t aspects of the job.

Among College Office Assistants, those who have more frequent contact

students express less desire for most changes in the job, and generally



more satisfaction with the job as it is. Interacting with students provides

satisfaction which the proposed changes evidently would not enhance.

A surprise among the Account ts: those who have had to wait a longer

time since their last promotion relative to the length of ti e it took to

get that last promotion have less enthusiasm for change, and more satis-

faction with the job now. It is hard to avoid labeling this as civil service

stagnation.

These four variables are not, strictly speaking, characteristics of

individuals; they reflect aspects of a person's experience on the job. Most

of the purely personal characteristics measured here simply do not show con-

sistent connections w' h ratings of the preferred job changes. Only two

exceptions were found. Social Service Supervisors who have another wage

earner in the household report less enthusiasm for changing the j b except

that they would like more time off -- and report more satisfaction with

almost everything. Also among Social Service Supervisors, males have less

interest in the proposed job changes -- but they also report less satis-

faction with most aspects of the job. This is the only va iable which affect

desire for change in the samaway as it affec s satisfaction. Male Social

Service Supervisors seem to be in a funk.

Conclusion

The associations between individual characteristics and desire for

various kinds of changes in the job are highly complex. In this sample

there are no simrle ways to categorize people for the purpose of predicting

how they will w t to make changes in their jobs. Demands for change are in

large part idiosyncratic, an expression of individual personalities. To the



extent that the union leadership or manpgement are interested in imp.oving

the quality of working life for these employees, they would need to be

sensitive to unpr dictable individual differences.

As for the college cohort of the 1960s, these findings give no rea on

to expect them to be a force for any kind of ch ge in the workplace --

at least by vi tue of ae and education alone. But cohortstoo, may have

their idio yncrasies.
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T0 test whether large standard errors, and resulting statistical

insignificance,were due to use of ordinary least squares regression with
dependent variebles measured on a four-point scale (creating some hetero-
scedasticity), each dependent variable was decomposed into a series of
binary "splits", and the probability of a respondent falling on one side:
or another of each split was estimated by conditional logit analysis. The
results were not qualitatively different from those shown in the text.

Previous studies have also found mixed effects of education. One
(Barnowe, J.T., T.W. Mangione, and R.?. Quinn: "An empirically derived
model of job satisfaction." Unpublished working paper, Survey Research
Center, University of Michigan, 1972) found no consistent relationship
between educational attainment and importance of various aspects of a job
in predicting job satisfaction. A measure of overall job satisfaction
was reuessed on 33 separate "quality of employment predictors." The
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Item

Worker's job allowed him to make a
lot of decisions on his own. 27

Rank

less educated more educated

Worker had enough facts and infor-
mation tO do his job well. 29 9

Worker's employer made many fringe
benefits available to him. 1 25

Worker's job required that he be
6 30creative

Worker's job did not prevent him
from using skills he would like
to be using.

Worker was a full-time worker who
received a high income from his
job. 10.5 8

61
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.koont nued) The first three items in this list support the hypo-

eais that more educated workers give relatively more weight to'autonomy
tO monetary rewards, as measured by fringe benefits'. Tbe second item

seemsyto suggest that educated workers are more concerned with understanding
their work more thoroughly, perhaps including how it fits into a larger
context But the fourth item contradicts the hypothesis, and the last
o items show no difference.

Earlier studies had mixed results. Asking people simply to rank the
,aspeets of a job that Ins most important to them, C.E. Jurgenson ("Selected
.:factors which influence job preferences." .12urna

(6):553-564, 1947.) found pay wan more important for less educated people,
while S.F. Troxell ("Elements in job satisfaction." Personnel 31 (3):199-205,
1954.) found just the opposite.
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_NS_ NOT BARGAIN FOR JOB ENRICHMENT: SOME NEW EVIDENCE

The sudden deluge, 1972 and 1973, of writing1 on job enrichment,

Of working life, and the possibility of employees becoling more

ly involved in work se--ed, for a moment, to put the leaders of

_ labor on the defensive. At a UAW _ nference of Production

workers in February, 1973, during a dismission of 'noneconomic issues"

(health and safety, compulsory overtime, disciplinary procedures)4 one

delegate asked to consider what could be done about "the boring, repetitive

,2
jobs in productio_ President Leonard Woodcock retorted,

There are a lot of academicians, who are writing a
lot of nonsense, who don't have any answer either.
But they like to create a professionalism which
could give more jobs to some people who have never
done any real work in their whole lives."3

In the same month, the AFL-CIO magazine American Federationist reprinted a

sarcastic speech by William Winpisi.nger, vice president of the _Machinists,

in which he ridichled the "psychic penicillin known as job enrichment"

prescribed by"labor' s good friends in government, intellectual,

circles,
4

Instead, Winpisinger.argued for

more of the kinds of job enrichment that unions
have fought for -- better wages, shorter hours,
vested,pensions, a right to have a say in their
working conditions, the right to be promoted on
the basis of seniority and all the rest.5

d academic

In November, 1973, the _UAW did establish with General Moters a joint

Committee to Improve the Quality of Worklife, with the responsibility to

review, develop, and evaluate projects that "improve the work environment."
6

Pr

ver, this Committee operates outside the actual collective bargaining

The UAW leadership may have a sincere inte est in learning about

to improve the quality of worklife, but they are not pressing the issue

the bargaining table.

6



Reluctance to initiate bargaining over the quality of worklife has

not been limited to the UAW. Albert slum and others examined contracts

from 108 different uni ns in 1970-1971, looking for

any clause referring directly to job enrichment

or other motivational programs or, indeed, to

any contractual attempt to make work more

diversified and interesting....7

They concluded thaeformal acceptance of motivational conceptS or programe

in collective bargaining agreements has been almost non-existent."8

"Xf job redesign programs

ymond Miles, and Charles Sn--

in getting them introduced (as

_ e good for worker wrote George,Strauss,

"then unions should take the initiative

9
professiOnal unions have done)."

Why, then, do so few union contracts provide for anything resembling job

enrichment? And why is it true, as Mitchell Fein claims,10 that the

studies conducted in recent years "to prove that workers really want job

enrichment" have all been initiated by management, never by unions?

The data to be pres ted in this paper may help answer these questions.

The key finding, from a survey of members of one particular union is this:

Even when individuals say they would like some particular form of increased

involvement on the job equally well as some form of purely personal benefit

such as additional time off,'they are likely to be willing to for go bigger

pay increases for the personal benefit than for the increased involvement

on the job. If further research finds this same pattern of preference in

the workforce at large, it would help explain why union -do not seek fob

enrichment through collective bargaining, where demands can be won only

at a price. The observed pattern also implies that employees will be

more enthusiastic about job enrichment if they can somehow share in the

benefit of any productivity gains
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The Survey

The data reported here cane from a 1974 survey Of public union members

in a major northeaste:- city. The sample, from a large and heterogeneous

public union, consisted of all union members in four narrow occupational

groups: Social Service Supervisors, Nurse's Aides, Accountants, and College

Office Assistants (se_ etaries in a public university system). The survey

was carried out,
11

after a year of discussion and pretesting, from May

through July 1974. At that time the national un- ployment rate was rising,

but had reached only 5.3 perc- t, and employees in this sample were not yet

concerned about layoffs.

The union leadership cooperated actively by providing member ship

lists, helping us* to arrange interviews, reviewing drafts of our quest1on-

mires, and writing cover letters. Though the union was by no means committed

to using the survey results, the fact that the leaders actively cooperated

meant that respondents could see some possibility, ho ever small, that the

survey would influence union policy and therefore their own jobs.

We developed the questionnaire by talking to small groups ofthe

rank and file, who made numerous suggestions for improving their own jobs

in concrete, specific ways. The questionnaire began, "How much would you

personally like or dislike each of the following specific proposals for

changing Your job?" In recognition of the fact that in collective bar-

gaining there must be tradeoffs, we presented the same list of proposals

*The first person plural incorporates several individuals whose
assistance in planning, executing and analyzing the survey was indispensable
to me. These are David Berg, Nancy G. Galuszka, Franklin Lewis, Leslie
Petrovis, Ellice Peyton, Charles Whitmore, and Mark Willis.



.:egain later in_the questionnaire, asking r spondents to indicate how big

a:Payraise they would require in exchange for doing without each hypothetical

437-in the job, if they had to make -this choice between's. raise in pay

ler change in the job itself.

Tnvolvement in the Job

tive ratings of proposed job changes are shown in Tables

ough 4. In each table the first five columns display the percentage

digtribution of responses to all the proposed changes, for one occupational

p. The next three columns in each table give the percentage distributi n

respondents who indicated they would like a proposed change more than,

the.same as, or less than simply having their working hours reduced by

a week. This comparison uses the stated desire for having the

2,hour reduction in work week as a baseline for assess g the stated desires

_ all the other proposed changes. Since some of the proposals represented
fi

possibilities that same of the respondents already had, the percentages

the last three columns refer only to respondents who answered the question
fi

and whu did not indicate that this was something they already had: -The number

of these respondents may be different for each proposed change, and is

shown in the last column of each table.

Tables 1 through 4 show that most people in this sample express no

more desire for a 2-hour reduction in their working week than for proposals

which would give them more opportunities for learning and for involvement

in the job. While more than half of the whole sample do say they would

very much to have their working hours reduced by 2 hours a week, a

ity of-each occupational group view all of the other changes, with

ne exception at least as favorably as having more time off. The single
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exception is that most Nurse's Aide di].ike the idea of flexible daily

k hours (I will return to thisaater on).

Itmay seem surpr sing that respondents do not express greater favor

for reduc

responses

in hours of work. But this finding is consistent.with the -

question:

_Suppose that you won a million dollars in a lottery,
and on the same day the city announced it could no
longer pay your salary. Would you continue to spend
any time at your present job as a volunteer?

Between 25 and 30 percent of'the Accountants Social Service Supervisors,

d College Office Assistant answered "yes;." And among Nurse's Aides,

arn about $8,000 a year, the proportion willing to volunteer was

amazing 77 percent. This raises doubts about the general validity of

lieu Winpisinger's contention that, "If you want to enrich the job,

begin to decrease the nuilber of hours a worker has to labor in order to

a decent standard of living.
,12

On the whole/ the mast popularpreposals.were thoserthat would create more

opportunities for.learning, both on the job and off. Comparison of column

th!colUmm eight in 11'ables. 1 . through .4-shows: .whethem the

of people rating an ideaiore favorably than 2 hours off actually exceeds

the number rating it lessi favorably. Among both Accountants and Social

Service Supervisors, there ware three ideas to which the number responding

more. favorably than to 2 hours off exceeded the number responding less
= .0

.favorably. These were: reimbursement for the cost of education or counseling

whether job-related or not; a half-Pay sabbatical after every 10 years; and

g ellowed to spend 2 hours a week during work time acquiring job-related

information. Among Nurse's Aides there were also three changes

ttracted more positive than negative votes relat ve to an extra 2
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Accountants continued)

fBeint: ..f.a tem with your supervisor and

,io;workar. whichleuld have the authority to

decidCas-a'group how the work i3 deno..

Provided.the total output 'of work is the same

'as it.is.soi.

ng allowed to take a whole year off with

half pay after every,10 yearswith no effect

on sick ,leave,'annual leave, or terminal leave.

.s.

t!

Would Would N.A. or
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Compared ta A 2.hour redu0
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Tablo 2: Co logo 0

E.;

;

co Assistants_(0)

ng on a committee with other College Office
istants, faculty, administrators, and students--
ch would meet for 2 hours ovary week during work
'to decide how to improve procedures and

ditions wheFe you work.

eingauowed to spend up tol hours every week
daring ,work time acquiring new skills, information,
and'Oxpertise to help you in your work. You could
spend this time'reading, gathering information on
,your-own, enrolling in courses, getting together
with'other College Office Assistants to organize

:-,training workshops for yourselves, or in any
pther, Way that would be useful to you--provided
-that you keep your supervisor informed of how
-you are spending this time.

-

Being'allowed to arrive at work any time between
Irand 11 a.m., and to leave at any time between

; A and 7 p.m.--provided you work the same total!
4:Weber of hours oach doK as You do now. There
would be a proceTuTS NT. coordinating individual
schedules.

4) Reimbursement of up to $500 d year for the co
- of education or counseling services whether

related to the job or not.

Pjlaxing the OPPOrtunity to- submit wrttcn
proposals..for demonstrations-of:new or .

improyedwaysto. perform-office functions.
AtoMmittee'of College'Office Assistants

,
andiinistrators.would make resources
_ovaiiable-fromLa;discrotionory fund . to
support_thebost proposed demonstrations.

7, If you win" you.wouldbe..in charge of
'carrying ,out-your- own proposal.

-

, (continued on-next page)
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Table 2: Col p 01_211121pAtin_ti. (continued)
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Tuble.3f-Nurie s_Aides

t'
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_ontinued on next page)
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Table 4: Social Service
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hours oft a week. One was payment for the cost of education, training

or counseling, whether job-related or not. The other two were: having

10 'or 15 minutes at the beginning and end of each shift for briefings

on the status of patients, and having five days with pay every year for

thorough orientation and training. Among the College Office Assistants,

only the half-pay sabbatical idea was rated favorably more often than

unfavorably relative to a shorter work week.

Despite the fact that more respondents would prefer extra time off

re involvement in the job through committees, teams, or d --nstrat .g

ideas, those who would prefer more involvement to more time off represented

,a-cOnsiderable minority. Usually more than one out of five respondents in

each group, and never fewer than one out of ten, said they would like

to be On a committeeto discuss procedures, or to work in zoore.tautonomous

.teamr or tO have a chance to demonstrate new ideas of their own -- more

than they would like a 2 hour reduction in the work week.

Apart from the ratings of these particular proposals for increased

involvement, many respondents expressed a general desire to help.get the

work done more efficie tly and effectively. A large number of complaints

(2 suggestions came out in response to the following request, which

occurred at the end of the list of hypothetical job changes:

If you have other ideas of your own for improving your
job, please feel free to writ them here, as well as
any comments about what you especially like or dislike

about your job.

College Office Assistant, for :ample, simply complained, "There

not enough job-related comm--ication on my job. This causes confusion."
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A Social Service Supervisor elaborated:

The most important thing lacking on my job is a
coordinated program of upward and downward
communications. This lack of "good" communica-
tion, upward and downward, results in a large
number of frustrations in properly carrying out
the chief aims of the Agency.

Another Social S ice Supervisor explained how mechanical rules may

replaCe personal involv- ent:

Civil servants are ricE trusted by the administration Lc) be sel
motivated, spontaneous, creative or imaginative; policies
and procedures are necessary for standardization of implemen-
tation and as universal guidelines to guarantee efficient
and objective procedure, but agency atmosphere is so
bureaucratic that the consequence is regimented, mechanistic,
rigid, and inflexible mentality on part of workers.

When rkers are not given credit for their initiative and ingenuity, but

are given rigid procedures to follow instead, they may feel degraded. As

a Social Service Superviso put it:

The worst part of the job is that most people's functions tend
to revolve around paper work and satisfying various
Federal and state requirements. There appears to be little
room for ingenuity, imagination, and incentive to do a good
job, or helping the individual or community reduce, partially
or totally, their dependence on welfare. The job's profession-
alism has been greatly decreased, especially in the last
three years.

Similarly, a College Office Assistant resented'being forced to abide hy

some really stwid rules, which are made by people with absolutely no

knowledge of how an efficient office should be " The "stupid rules"

and lack of opportunity to make a personal contribution undoubtedly drive

highly motivated individuals to quit. A Social Service Supervisor

especially dislike the lack of opportunity on this
job to have an impact, to feel my work is at all signifi-
cant. I personally feel that our work has little effect
on the system -- if any. Furthermore, there are no
other personal rewards available in this job -- no place
fon personal "input," no recognition for achievement, no



opportunity to use talents and abilities, no chance
of promotion to a meaningful position. My goal is to
leave the job as quickly as possible in order to obtain
employment in which I can be involved and also feel
my work is significant.

A College Office Assistant described how computers can compound the problems

pa

how workers can eventually lose hope:

I believe that the most frustrating part of working for
the City is the "bureaucracy" and the inability to
penetrate unend5ng regulations..... All this is
compounded by computer operations, which, when operated
efficiently produce good results. However, when operated
inefficiently produce errors which are costly ari rarely
rectified -- in fact, they are usually compounded, thereby
increased. Further, there is very little room for inven-:
tiveness 'or originality in a "bureaucracy." One tends to
"join" it because on' cannot "fight"Utl

countant explained how the "civ'l service attitude" and excessive

can become a vicious circle. She complained about

thaving] to get through the hierarchy of authority to
obtain information and to try to correct obvious wrongs
which are usually never corrected. The "civil service
'attitude" of less work for'more money and not "sticking
llour neck out." The incredible amount of paperwork
which only serves to bog down the smooth flow and
caniek transmission of information. The fact that we
are constantly working under presLrare to prepare external
reports with very short notice by agencies that have
nothing to do withsour agency and the feeling that these
reports are worthless.

In addition to such complaints, several respondents offered positive

proposals for improving communications. A College Offi e Assistant

ested using questionna

There is no communication between the actual workers, d'

the top level adminstrator who issues the orders and
directions. If, before these orders and directions
are issued, a questionnaire is sent to the various
departments involved, we, the actual workers) could
suggest many ways of getting the work done more
efficiently and in a less time consuming way. The "red
tape" involved between the worker and the chain of
administrative authority is wrought with frustrations
to such an extent as to leave the worker with a completely
_helpless attitude toward the job. (IQ



a Social Service Supervisor proposed face-to-face meetings:

Working in a public agency I often find the administration
giving "lip service" to the stated aims of the agency. That

is, though they profess to have the best interest of clients
at heart, they often serve as obstacles to expediting services
to clients by becoming overly coecerned with bureaucratic
minutiae. I also find that there is too much insulation
between field units and high administrative types. Working in

a child welfare agency, I feel it would be helpful for, say,

the director of the agency to have periodic meetings with
unit supervisors and caseworkers, or perhaps better, a committee
of representatives of these groups. At such meetings each group

could confront each other with their expectations of each other.

Several respohdents expressed confidence that their suggestions could

help get the work done more effectively and efficiently. One College

Office Assistant declared,

I would like to be permitted to run the office more efficiently

by being allowed to alter some really unbusinesslike procedures.
(purchasing, tine reports, etc.). Some of these cumbersome.pro-
cedures take up a great deal of time and can really be done

faster, better and easier.

Another College Office Assistant, in a similar vein:
I :: Lii ,

I believe that secretaries should be consulted as to certain

pixocedures where they have the experience of dealing with

same. Supervisors (teachers, etc.) may try to implement
certain procedures, whereas the secretaries know full well
such procedures will not work. It has happened and with
loss of time, money and energy that could have been well

spent.

Finally, two Social Service Supervisors volunteered the following

tI would like this idea very much] if my reports and suggestions,
as well as the reports and suggestions of others, could somehow

plemented or at least be heard or reviewed by powers that be.

1012.14 like] to have the opportunity to create work forms
(etanderd paperwork forms) consistent with inférmation actually

utilized oxithe job. As it now is, standard forms do not meet
cp1.1rexeet demaeds for information, or regeire information not

7e434yneeessar- to do the job well. These forms should be
:ted'hypeope actually doing the work on the client-worker

Vel; not some central Office ."genius" who thinks:he knows

-Wforms should entail.



This sample of spontPneous comments testifies that some people in

these public agericies had ideas for making the organization more effective,

d they wanted their ideas to be heard and used.
13

When combined with

the findings that a majority of respondents would prefer more opportunities

for learning instead of a 2 hour reduction in workweek, and a considerable

tra 2 hours off in favor of opportunities

for greater participation, these statements confirm that there is

doisiderable expressed demand here for more involvement in the job.-

minority would even reject the

Relative Unwillingness to Foreô Pay Raises for fLTore Involvement

If there is such demand for more involvement in the job, at least

among some of the members, then why does the union not make this a

sue for collective bargaining? In private interviews and public

statements, this union's leaders have praised the memb dedication

to their work. ,1311t the unioes Executive Director told us our proposals

for more involvement in the job are not viable in the "cold, hard reality"

f collective bargaining. The union's bargaining power, he said, mu t

be conserved and focused on bread- -d-butter issueS.

If demands for more marticipation and involvement by employees can

be won in collective bargaining only by conceding other demands, then would

these union members be willing to make such concessions in fact? In

particular, would they be willing to forego increases in pay? We tried

this question in our survey by presenting our list of proposed

job changes a second time, with the following trudtions:

Please consider again the following list of possible changes
in your job. As you look at each item on theilist, suppose
you could have a raise in pay instead of that particular
change in the job. How big a raise in your annual salary
would it take, to get you to choose the money instead of that
change in the job? Please write that amount in the blank
space before each item on the list.

90



For example, if one change would be worth twice as much to
you as another change, you would write twice as much money
next to the change you like better.

The amount of money written ne t t6 any item may not measure the exact

point of indifference between money and that item, because the instructions

did not explicitly ask for the minimum pay raise for which a person would

forego each change in the job. Nevertheless, if a respondent had indicated,

the first pass through the list, that s/he "would like" one of the

proposed changes but "would like very uch" another proposed change, then

sibe should now write a larger t of money next to the latter ite

Or so we expected. Generally, we expected the rank ordering of the proposed

changes by any respondent on the first pass to be very similar if not

identical to the rank ordering on the second time throngh the list.

Pretesting different versions of this question showed it was

difficult to get the idea across to some people. The difficulty was greater

because the union leadership op9osed asking more directly, "How much money

would you give up in order to get each of the e particular changes?" Even

a hypothetical and voluntary reduction am pay could niit be formally considered.

So the question had to be phrased backward -- in effect requestingrespondents

to pretend they already had the chance to get each change and asking them

how much they would sell it for. Not surprisingly, about one-third of the

respondents did,not answer this question. Many of these people wrote

comments however, which help to explain the responses of those who did

The comments reveal that what prevented some people from answering was

they did not believe they should be asked to forego a pay raise in order

Obtain changeethat would not cost an d might even help get



rk cic4La better. For example a Social Service Supervisor put asterisks

to the ideas of being on a committee, acqu -1.ng new skills, flexible

ubmitting written proposals, and be ng partof a team with mo

ty. At the bottom of the page, beside another asterisk, he explained:

These are to improve departmental efficiency. 1 don't believe

it is a matter of money. The city should do this to improve

their situation as much as mine.

Similarly, another Social Service Supe

for submitting written suggestions:

next to the proposal

This should be an ongoing program of every agency and never
related to a pay issue. In effect I am being asked, if
approve of this, to pay for an increase in the effectiveness

of my agency. This I refu4e.

And a College Office Assistant who-bad indicated she "would like very ch"

to have five days of orientati n, nevertheless refused to forego any pay

for it because, she said, it "should be part of the job."

le considered the question downright immoral. They rese ted

eing asked to choose between cash for themselves an4 changes for the common

ood. A Social Service Superviso declared:

cannot answer these questions. You are asking me to
ell" my principles and destroy my ethids by accepting

money rather than achieve improvements for all.

This moral conflict was 'sharpest for the Nurse's Aides. Their present

pay level is the lowest of the four gr ups in the sample. But they also

identify strongly with the patients in their care. About half of the

se's Aidesdconsequently refused to consider a choice between a raise

in pay and an improvement in the job. Others answered begrudgingly. One

1 ed, "That's like putting money value on a pati t's life."

-
./

stressed, "1 need money, but I don't want to get it in a way that

would benefit me and no one else." To her, the proposition seemed like

ttet to "keep me from complaining by paying me."

ca



A number of other respondents simply refused to searifice any job

improvement for personal financial benefit. They did not argue that th

_sed changes would actually benefit anyone but themselves. However,

they seemed to assume that improving the jobs would not cost the taxpayers

ything, so it would not be fair to require employees to forego any pay

for imprc-f

vowed:

nt in the job. For example, one Social Service Supervisor

would not accept any increase in my salary if it is
conditioned on sacrificing improvement in work conditions
-- I prefer a more rewarding job situation in terms of a
change in procedures and policy.

And another simply declared she "would rather have changes than more money.

For =Me respondents, the refusal to make a choice is expressed as a

belief that ioney and job improvement are simply incommensurate. A

_College Office Assistant ass _ted: "I doet want to answer these ques ions,

because I don't believe in the theory that money makes up for ev

Nurs s Aide expressed an absolute preference for job improvement, which

would atural to most economists:

I think if you can improve your job it's better than the
money. I'd prefer the improvftment, because you're more on
the job than you're at home mostly. And if I am satisfied,
ite.s more pleasant then. I'd rather have the change.
think my job is very important and I'd like to see it improved.
The job is a lot to me. It's not just a living. It's also
helping other peoble and I enjoy it. Especially when you're
working with sick people, this is how I feel.

These comments reveal that same people who refused to consider a choice between

sy and changes in the job did so because thqy regarded some

of-th ed ges in the job as either costless or positively

beneficial to the agency.



This explanation for non-response suggested a fruitful way to analyze

the responses of the majority who did g-ve answers. We discoVered that a

respondent who indicates, on the first pass through the list, an equal degree of

"liking" for any two proposed changes, tends to be willing to forego a larger

amount of money for one of the two changes than for the other if the former

change represents a personal benefit and the latter represents a proposal to

allow more responsible involvement on the job.

example there were 19 Accountants who indicated they "would

like" having the opportunity to demonstrate new ideas (item 5 in Table 1),

and who also stated they uld like" having their work week reduced by

2 hours (item Another 24 Accountants indicated they "would like very

much" both of these proposed changes. Thus a total of 43 Account ts

signalled an equal deg ee of positive "liking" for these two changes

However, when asked how big a pay raise they would be willing to forego

in order to obtain each of these changes, 28 attached a larger monetary

value to the 2 hour reduction in work time, and only 15 would forego

more money for the opportunity to demonstrate new ideas. The probability

is less than 5 percent that this difference would occur by chancd- if

the average respondent really attached _ equal monetary value to the two

proposed changes.
14

Therefore, we conclude that these respondents are

usually willing to forego more pay in order to have the work week reduced

by 2 hours than to:Ilave the opportunity to demonstrate new ideas even

though they "would.like" the two changes equally well.

The same comparison, between all pairs of proposed changes, and

within all four occupational groups, gave the following results. In

this list of results, HA > B" means ong respondents who stated an equal



degree of liking for A and B, a larger monetary value was significantly more
J m

likely to be attached to A than to B." Proposed changes are stated here

in abbreViated form, with numbers in p -entheses referring to the actual,

descriptions as listed in Tables 1 through 4 (the number and order of it_ s

dilfer between groups). Among the Accountants:

Sabbatical (9) :Pall other proposed changes except educational
reimbursement (4).

Flexible weekly hours (7)>
procedures (1).

2-hour reduction in work week
new ideas (5).

2 hours a week to learn new skills (2) ?opportunity to d --on- ate
new ideas (5).

Among College Office Assistants:

Sabbatical (10)all other proposed changes.

ing on a committee to improve

(6):7opportunity to demonstrate

Flexible weekly hours (8) being on a committee to improve
procedures (1), educational reimbursement (4), oppor-
tunity to demonstrate new ideas (5), annual orientation
week (7), and being part of a more autonomous work team (9).

2 hours a week to learn new skills (2)7'opportunity to demon-
strate new ideas (5 ) and annual orientation week (7).

lexible daily hours (3),annual orientation week (7).

Being part of a more autonomous team (9) > annual orien-
tation week (7).

Among the NUrse's Aides:

Sabbatical (10) :7.* 2-hour reduction in work week (5).

Annual orientiation week (4) F being on a committee to improve
procedures (2).

Educational reimburs ent (6);)2-hour reduction in work week (5)

Among Social Service Supervisors:

Sabbatical (9) 7. all other proposed changes.

Flexible weekly hours (7) >, all other proposed cha.ges, except
sabbatical (9).



Educational reimbursement (4) 2 hours a week to learn new
skills (2), 2-hour reduction in work week (6), being
part of a more autonomous work team (8).

Flexible daily hours (3), being part of a more autonomous
work team (8).

'.Generally, the proposals for which, respondents are most likely to

forego larger pay raises are the decennial'sabbatical leave, flexible

Work hours, and educational reimbursement. These are primarily personal

its for individuals. The proposals which:would allow more involvement

on the job and which might thus benefit the agency -- being on a committee

to improve procedtres, being part of a work team with more authority to

iSions and having the opportunity to demonstrate new ideas -- are

the least likely to be given larger dollar values.

Three seeming anomalies do .occur, but they c

College Office Assistants attachlittle monetary value to the proposal

lained. Firs

for educational reimbursement. The reason may be that this repres ts only

a marginal extension of benefi s eh they are already entitled as

employees in. a univ- sity syst- Second, Nurse Aides and Social Service

SnpervEsers would forego surprisingly little pay for the sake of-a 2hour

Uction in the work week. For the Nure'a Aides, numerous comments

ts that this alteration in the segue= of S-hour shifts (around

AiheCIock) -:would be:felt as a:further-disruption in work schedules that ar

already hard to predict or control' due to frequent sudden,changes. (This

lains the low ratings given to flexible work hours in Table .)

ng:theSocial Service Supervisors, the general atmosphere of mistrust,

colors some of the comments reported earlier, -y have led some

respondents to suspect that a reduction of working hours would somehow

tail a reduction in Pay if th y indicated a willingness to forego _ ney

9 6



t. Third, the Social Service Supervis s' low monetary valuation

of 2 hours a week for learning new skills may simply re ect the real

incentive provided by their contract, which awards higher pay for

training in social work, but not for informal learning on the

Although we must be skeptical of explanation after the fact, these

three seeming anàmalies thus do not require that we deny the general

pattern which emerges plainly: Individuals may "like" proposals which

would increase their involvement on the job and hence might improve

organizational effectiveness, as much as they would like proposals which

proviide more pers nal benefits, but when it comes to trading off against

higher pay, they are likely to forego more money for the per onal benefits

than for more involvement on the job.

Conclusions and Imp ications

These findings suggest an explanation why unions do not initiate demands

for programs like job enrichment which would let the employer make better

of employees' enerTy and intelligence. This explanation is neither

that union leadera lack imag atione nor that they fear -more involvem

:

job would undermine their members' loyalty't0 the Union,
15

Rather' the :

tion would be that union leaders correctly perceive their members

:relatiVe unwillingness to forego pay increases in order to get_ more

"ty for involvement in the job. g such opportunitie through

ative-bergaining re concessions in terms.of pay, and if union members

rk force at large have attitudes similar to the sample in this survey,

-

accurate representation of members' preferences would in general preclude

bargaining for job enrichment.

v.,



though there is no guarantee that ob enrichment increases labor

productivity,
16

it is not uncommon for management consultants to claim that

it does.17 SeNieral of the respondents quoted earlier in this paper as umed

or as ed that they could improve productivity if they had a chan e to

put some of their ideas into practice. And several union spoke _en have

expressed their su picion that job enrichment might be a way to trick workers

18
to being more productive. It might therefore niake more sense for unions

to approach job e- ichment as a kind of technological change which may

potentially increase productivity or the personal satisfaction of employees,

or both. for getting employees more involved in their work could

then be developed within a framework similar to those which have evolved.

for discussing productivity.
19

In the public bector a combined approach to job enrichment and productivity

may be one way out of a long term dilemma which presently confronts the

unions. On the one hand, public employment is the quickest and surest way

to absorb the surplus labor that arises from recessions and from continued

improvement in labor productivity. On the other hand, y people, for variou

:easons, perceive public employment as wasteful and unproductive. Thus the

so-called public service employment programs -- as in the 1971 Em gency

Employment Act, the 1973 Comprehensive Employment and Training Act and even

the 1976 Humphrey-Hawkins bill -- which are designed to reduce the overall

rate of uneMployment, do so mainly by creating short-term jobs instead of long-

tern uctive employment. To escape the dilemma of such self-defeeting

ns, unions in the public sector have an interest in making permanent

public employment more politically palatable.- Ralph Flynn, former executive

director of the Coalition of American Public Employees gues that



public sector labor must concede that labor organizations
doo in fact, have a responsibility for the quality of the
services their numbers provide, and they must act accordingly.
In this, public sector labor cannot turn to the older,
private sector labor unions for instruction.4/3

ognizing that employees want to share in any productivity gains

y result from their greater involvement in the job, public unions

may also have a special interest in enabling such involvement to come
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